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  The law of conservation of energy, which is a part of the First law of 
thermodynamics, was first postulated in 19th century and it was proclaimed to be 
“universal”. However, it was not tested in all the cases, and still it was proclaimed “the 
law of nature”, although it was created by man. Due to great interests, which influenced 
the formation of this law, it was affirmed as the fundamental principle.  

Of course, not everyone thought the same; and it is great luck for the humanity 
that not all the people who deal with the science share the same opinion. However, this 
kind of arrogant science is defended by utterly aggressive individuals.   

Instead of arguments on different opinions, a milder connotation is suggested – 
The principle of conservation of energy on tested models. All the divergences from the 
conservative attitude are also presented on the following site 
http://www.veljkomilkovic.com/MisljenjeEng.html  

On this site, there are experimental and theoretic arguments connected to a 
gravity machine with pendulum drive which does not comply with laws of 
thermodynamics, the Carnot cycle, and Joule’s experiments. Exclusivity in science is 
limiting, and so is the belief that the law in question is perfect and universal. The reasons 
previously mentioned are sufficient and obvious proofs that there is a need for change 
that is, a need to revise this law. 

Being a slave to the dogma that the state cannot be changed for better, is in 
favor of development old “dirty technologies”. Panic because of limited reserves of fossil 
fuels creates the leading motive for wars over the energy sources. Further wars and 
local conflicts because of oil, gas or coal can be expected. It is impossible to control and 
to predict the course of the war, so sooner or later one of the ’local conflicts’ could 
become much bigger or, even worse could have irreparable consequences if the World 
War III would begin. 
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Picture 1. Do we want this kind of future or changes?! 
 
 

Due to mistakes, the state of permanent environment pollution is our grim reality. 
The planet Earth cannot survive a large-scale war. Expected consequences and 
reactions will be fires, earthquakes, and volcano eruptions; however, even without that, 
ecological crisis has already reached high level. Economic interests transcend state 
borders and do not ask about natural disasters. Environmental crisis prevails over 
economic paradigm because of the danger that will hang over the world.  
  
 Production of nuclear bombs has been increasing (it is believed that over 20,000 
has been produced by now), as well as that of biological and chemical weapons for 
mass destruction, and by using them the contents of the atmosphere would be changed 
and would include many toxic and contagious components. In case of use of these 
weapons, the survivors would end up envying the dead on this hellish planet. In that 
situation richness or powerful position will be worthless because life would be reduced to 
meaningless attempts to survive.  
 
 
Light at the end of the tunnel 

 
By accepting the facts that gravity machine is possible, the need for further 

production and gathering of weapons would be decreased, as well as the need to defend 
energy sources and conquer somebody else’s territories. If fighting for living space and 
conquering other territories, in order to exploit local resources, is one of main imperial 
goals, this goal would certainly disappear by accepting the idea of the existence of such 
a machine. It is impossible to imagine life today without energy resources, which are 
becoming scarce, so research is useful. Refusal of new ideas and slavery to arrogant 
science will not result in stagnation but in regression.  
 

Are there wars over water? 

Clean drinking water has been considered a capital resource for a long time. Due 
to increased demand for drinking water, the predictions about wars, not only over energy 
resources, but also over water are reasonable. There is no substitute for water, which 
there is not enough, and pollution of rivers is getting more and more worrying. High costs 
for desalinization of sea water and purification of polluted water are becoming of the 
utmost importance. Current energy price is too high for the application of all the 
technologies, however by using simple and cheap machines with pendulum drive such 
as pumps, compressors, everything changes and the procedure is cheaper and simpler. 
Most importantly, it leads towards constructive and peaceful solution.   
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Picture 2. New model of hand water pump with a pendulum 

As there already are many researches based on pendulum drive, it is necessary 
to spread this information because gravitation is available for everyone and 
inexhaustible. Previous achievements and inventions in this field should not be taken as 
final since currently thousands of researchers from all over the world are taking part in 
researches and improvements.  

 

Picture 3. Promotion of new prototype of an educational toy or teaching aid 
(proof that over unity exists) is being prepared 
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